Aiming at the issues of smooth transition from IPv4 to IPv6 and interoperability in technical coexistence period about campus network, discussing the technical characteristics of IPv6 protocol, GNS3 and OPNET simulator, combined with the status of weakness of IPv6 technology, lack of IPv6 technology planning and financial support for network upgrade in the vast majority of colleges, adopted the simulation methods to build a network model of IPv4 and IPv6 to achieve the technologies study such as topology design, network configuration and testing, network performance design and evaluation of IPv6 campus network under the low-cost conditions.
meet addressing the requirements of any "objects" in the foreseeable future decades. Second, the increasing of address length not only increases the number of addresses but also improves the quality of address assignment. IPv6 address, consist of unicast, multicast and anycast as well as a large number of reserved addresses (about 85% of the total IPv6 address), which are used to deal with the problem of addressing unforeseen. Unicast address is divided into global cluster address, link and site local address compatible with the IPv4 address, as well as reserved for NSAP and IPX address. IPv6 abolishes the concept of the IPv4 address classes, uses 64-bit host number and 64-bit network number, which can be further divided to facilitate the clustering and routing. Third, IPv6 address provides auto-configuration capability, which can be divided into the stateless auto-configuration [4] and stateful auto-configuration. A node only need take IEEE-EUI-64 address of link layer as the host number, combining with the local network number provided by your ISP, to get unique IPv6 address by IPv6 auto-configuration, realizes "plug and play", which greatly simplifies the complexity of network management and control, better supports mobile network address management and implementation. In addition, IPv6 addresses are owned by the ISP [5] , which avoids the trouble of the user-configured address and address waste and ISP routing clustering difficulty.
Advantages of improved header. Improvements of IPv6 header mainly embody two aspects. First, simplifying the basic header, eliminating some fields such as identifier, flag, checksum and offset in the IPv4 header, which simplifies the processing of the header; Second, extending header, which can follow basic header with optional way and maximum flexibility(according to factual need, extending header may be zero, one and more). Most of the extending header is not handled by the router, therefore, the efficiency of the router to forward be improved.
Advantages of Improved Routing. First of all, IPv6 improvements ICMP and upgrades ICMP to ICMPv6, on the basis of maintaining the basic functions of the original ICMP, which combines many functions of the different protocols of IPv4 and makes these functions to become many protocols related to new routing features. ND (Neighbor Discovery) is the important function of ICMPv6, which is used to manage the communication between nodes on the same link to replace the Data Link Layer ARP inhibited broadcast storms, increase security. Second, IPv6 inter-domain routing replaces the original BGP-4 with IDRP (Inter Domain Routing Protocol). Third, IPv6 gets rid of the hop-by-hop datagram fragmentation in IPv4, and uses the source host fragmentation mechanism, by the NDP [6] (neighbor discovery protocol) to realize the neighbor discovery and to determine the Path MTU to provide information for IPv6 source host fragmentation. The improvement of IPv6 routing, simplifies the IPv6 routing header, reduces fragmentation overhead of the router, and greatly reduces the complexity of the hosts and routers.
IPv6 Campus Network Simulation Based on OPNET
IPv6 campus network simulation using OPNET, mainly simulates a variety of network structure and network performance and analyses results, to get network deployment scenarios on the basis of network modeling.
Establishing a simulation network model. According to distribution of the actual location of the campus network, combining with the network functions and the different objects, we construct the simulation of IPv4/IPv6 dual-stack network model including the office subnet (Office_Net), teaching subnets (Teaching_Net), and routing and switching subnet. The network topology was shown in Figure 2 .
In Figure 2 , ZQU_Teaching_net and ZQU_Office_net represent teaching subnet and office subnets in different locations; each with a Cisco4000 router to simulate subnet gateway connect to each other through 1GB fiber optic lines connecting to ZQU_Switchthe. Within each subnet a switch Cisco2900XL switch is used to simulate subnet access switch respectively, and two host are used to simulate network nodes in subnets. Each node in the network supports IPv4 and IPv6 dual-stack and gateway router supports both the RIP and RIPng routing protocol.
The Main Parameters Configuration. First we set the IPv6 parameters of the two gateway routers through IPv6 Parameters settings, including the interface name, setting the Link Local address, set the Global address. Because it is a dual-stack model does not involve a tunnel encapsulation operation, it should Tunnel Interface is set to none. Second, choose the way of IPv4 and IPv6 IP Routing Protocols agreement. IP Ping Parameters OPNET in an IP properties configuration module is used to store and collect the relevant data of the simulation required, mainly in the IP the Version, Interval, (Figure 3) in Nodes Statistics to simulate in order to obtain different performance running both IPv4 and IPv6 in the same node, also can choose related indicators (Figure 4) in global statistics to simulate to obtain the different performance of the entire network running IPv4 and IPv6.
Running Simulation and Analyzing Results. We configure or run simulation in main menu of the OPNET modeling through "DES→the Configure/Run Discrete Event Simulation" to create simulation results of selected statistic. Then, through running of "DES→Results→View Results or Compare Results" to view or comparatively analyses simulation results. In fact, in the case of the same network model topology, we can configure parameters according to the pure IPv4, pure IPv6 network, IPv4/IPv6 coexistence network to create different network simulation models and define the same simulation statistics, and compare and analyze the same performance of IPv4 and IPv6 according to the technical features of IPv6 to verify the performance of the characteristics of IPv6 technology in the network.
